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Visiting Normanby today, it is easy to forget that this was once
a private house, the centre of a large estate and the focus of a
community. The Hall shows how the owner and his family
lived, but little remains to show aspects of the life of the
servants on the estate. This trail is designed to enable you to
discover some of the less obvious aspects of life at Normanby.
The trail starts from the Hall and lasts approximately one
hour. Information panels along the way will provide details
and tell the story of servant life at Normanby.
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Begin the trail by going through
the gate to left of the hall...
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The Servants’ WING
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Head towards the low L shaped building.

The LAundry

Return to the car park and locate the public toilets.

The Servants’ Wing soon after it was constructed in 1907.

A rare interior photograph of the Laundry at Normanby in about 1910.
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The BAkehOuse

Go past the model railway station
and turn right towards the deer park.
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A view of the Bakehouse taken shortly after the
completion of the new Servants’ Wing in 1907.
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The Ic e HOuse

Walk towards the deer park and stop at the building on the left.
The Gardeners at Normanby in about 1910. They would
have been responsible for cutting the ice from the lake in
winter for storage in the Ice House.
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The Engine HOuse

Back up the road you came down past the visitor information
centre. The game larder and garage are opposite the visitor
information centre.

Sir Berkeley Sheffield inspecting one of the locomotives at
Normanby in about 1930.
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The GAme LArder & GA rAgE

Turn left past the gift shop towards the offices.

Sir Berkeley Sheffield’s first car, taken in 1901.
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The KEnnel s

Turn right out of the toilets, left up the yew tree avenue to
the back corner of the wooden and glass building.

Gamekeeper Jack Dent with gundogs, taken in the 1920s.
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The ServantS’ Walk & Walled GarDen

Walk down the gravel path onto the main drive and turn
right to the ornate entrance.

The Walled Garden in about 1900.
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The MaIn Gates ANd DrIve

Return along the main drive to the stableyard.

The view of Normanby Village from the Main Gates in about 1900.
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The StaBleyarD

The trail finishes in the stableyard.

Kennel maid, Maggie Dent, in the Stableyard at Normanby in the 1920s.

The Servants’ Trail was funded by the Friends of North Lincolnshire Museums.
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